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This book was edited by four eminentThis book was edited by four eminent

international researchers and covers a rangeinternational researchers and covers a range

of topics related to research with peopleof topics related to research with people

with learning disabilities, concentrating onwith learning disabilities, concentrating on

concepts and methods used in research. Theconcepts and methods used in research. The

four areas covered are the historical andfour areas covered are the historical and

social context of research; issues related tosocial context of research; issues related to

measurement; the application of researchmeasurement; the application of research

methods (nature, characteristics and socialmethods (nature, characteristics and social

context); and the impact of support systemscontext); and the impact of support systems

and services. The first part of the bookand services. The first part of the book

deals with some of the concepts anddeals with some of the concepts and

theoretical models relating to research withtheoretical models relating to research with

people with learning disabilities, includingpeople with learning disabilities, including

a discussion of the ethics of applieda discussion of the ethics of applied

research. The second part is taken up by aresearch. The second part is taken up by a

discussion of the methods and techniques ofdiscussion of the methods and techniques of

research. This is followed by a descriptionresearch. This is followed by a description

of some of the practical applications ofof some of the practical applications of

these research methods, including educa-these research methods, including educa-

tional, social, family, health (genetic, men-tional, social, family, health (genetic, men-

tal health, ageing) and employment aspectstal health, ageing) and employment aspects

of care and provision for those withof care and provision for those with

learning disabilities. Many of the 30learning disabilities. Many of the 30

chapters are likely to form the basis forchapters are likely to form the basis for

future research in their particular topicsfuture research in their particular topics

and contain a wealth of useful informationand contain a wealth of useful information

on research methods, tricks of the trade andon research methods, tricks of the trade and

useful quotations.useful quotations.

The book is well written, although aThe book is well written, although a

number of chapters are difficult to read fornumber of chapters are difficult to read for

non-psychologists (what is ‘the parallelnessnon-psychologists (what is ‘the parallelness

of these multidimensional adaptive behav-of these multidimensional adaptive behav-

ior factors’?). One of the most interestingior factors’?). One of the most interesting

topics in the book for me was the discussiontopics in the book for me was the discussion

of how to enable people with learningof how to enable people with learning

disabilities to take part in research, but asdisabilities to take part in research, but as

the title of one of these chapters isthe title of one of these chapters is

‘Emancipatory and participatory research:‘Emancipatory and participatory research:

how far have we come’, it struck me that ifhow far have we come’, it struck me that if

a psychiatrist has difficulty reading thea psychiatrist has difficulty reading the

chapter, what chance do those withchapter, what chance do those with

learning disabilities have?learning disabilities have?

All the contributors are from English-All the contributors are from English-

speaking nations (approximately half arespeaking nations (approximately half are

American), and I would have welcomedAmerican), and I would have welcomed

more contributions from the rest of themore contributions from the rest of the

world in an ‘international handbook’.world in an ‘international handbook’.

The result is a densely written referenceThe result is a densely written reference

book, many chapters of which form usefulbook, many chapters of which form useful

reading for those involved in research withreading for those involved in research with

people with learning disability. For me,people with learning disability. For me,

reading this book has been a learningreading this book has been a learning

experience, not in the least in remindingexperience, not in the least in reminding

me that there are many areas of researchme that there are many areas of research

involving people with learning disabilitiesinvolving people with learning disabilities

of which I know little and would like toof which I know little and would like to

find out more.find out more.
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To my mind, there is at present quite anTo my mind, there is at present quite an

explosion of writing on the subject ofexplosion of writing on the subject of

trauma, from a range of perspectives. Thetrauma, from a range of perspectives. The

events of 11 September 2001, so graphic-events of 11 September 2001, so graphic-

ally played out (and replayed in an almostally played out (and replayed in an almost

psychopathological manner) in the world’spsychopathological manner) in the world’s

media, have served to focus our minds onmedia, have served to focus our minds on

the emergency services and the trauma theythe emergency services and the trauma they

suffer in lessening traumatic effects onsuffer in lessening traumatic effects on

others. In this book we learn that theothers. In this book we learn that the

United Nations records some 500 disastersUnited Nations records some 500 disasters

per annum.per annum.

In the Line of FireIn the Line of Fire is written by twois written by two

professionals who have an impressiveprofessionals who have an impressive

amount of experience of working withamount of experience of working with

front-line emergency services in Canada.front-line emergency services in Canada.

They have been co-directors of the CriticalThey have been co-directors of the Critical

Incident Stress Team at Pearson Inter-Incident Stress Team at Pearson Inter-

national Airport in Toronto for over 15national Airport in Toronto for over 15

years. They use this book to draw togetheryears. They use this book to draw together

evidence that is based on local and inter-evidence that is based on local and inter-

national events. They use case histories tonational events. They use case histories to

bring to life the stressful events thatbring to life the stressful events that

emergency staff experience and refer toemergency staff experience and refer to

research evidence that convincingly builds aresearch evidence that convincingly builds a

model that they refer to as a ‘trajectorymodel that they refer to as a ‘trajectory

towards health or illness’. This gives ustowards health or illness’. This gives us

encouragement that many parts of a rangeencouragement that many parts of a range

of interventions may nudge those exposedof interventions may nudge those exposed

to traumatic events towards healthy coping.to traumatic events towards healthy coping.

Thus, although emergency serviceThus, although emergency service

workers are exposed repeatedly to traum-workers are exposed repeatedly to traum-

atic events and a quarter show severeatic events and a quarter show severe

symptoms of stress, they may cope farsymptoms of stress, they may cope far

better if their organisation is a ‘healthy’ onebetter if their organisation is a ‘healthy’ one

that does not focus excessively on blame. Itthat does not focus excessively on blame. It

is pointed out that employers suffer highis pointed out that employers suffer high

costs if their staff do develop severecosts if their staff do develop severe

symptoms – in terms of both lost workingsymptoms – in terms of both lost working

days and compensation claims. If thesedays and compensation claims. If these

workers have a good and supportive homeworkers have a good and supportive home

life, they will cope better.life, they will cope better.

I was particularly interested in theI was particularly interested in the

chapter on the effect of inquiries to whichchapter on the effect of inquiries to which

emergency workers (in the same way asemergency workers (in the same way as

mental health workers) may be exposed.mental health workers) may be exposed.

The impact of inquiries on individualsThe impact of inquiries on individuals

depends to a notable extent upon thedepends to a notable extent upon the

reaction of the organisation that employsreaction of the organisation that employs

them. Is there management support or not?them. Is there management support or not?

The authors note (albeit in a differentThe authors note (albeit in a different

chapter) that child protection staff havechapter) that child protection staff have

higher levels of stress-related symptomshigher levels of stress-related symptoms

than do emergency workers such as fire-than do emergency workers such as fire-

fighters. The implication is that the fire-fighters. The implication is that the fire-

fighters have a healthier workplace.fighters have a healthier workplace.
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